
A Global Church – Contextual Introduction by Oliveann Slotta 
 
This unsolicited, three paragraph description of one urban congregation, Evanston 
United Methodist Church, highlights its culture as “global” and ends with a reference 
to the Ecumenical Institute (EI) and its current name, ICA.  The concluding sentence 
recognizes a connection between the global culture of the Evanston congregation 
and the global consciousness and focus  of the Institute, which was graphically 
represented by its primary symbol, the global grid and its 54 identified areas and six 
sub-regions each.  
 
This current statement was written in 2019, and acknowledges an impactful 
congregational reform program called the Local Church Experiment*  (LCX) which 
was operative in EI from 1969 – 1973. The Evanston clergy couple referenced was 
Rev. George and Ruthe Yost, whose tenure there was 1960 – 1974; Rev. Yost retired 
from the ministry from Evanston and joined the staff of the Ecumenical Institute, 
known as the Order Ecumenical, eventually accepting assignments to several 
international locations including Malaysia and Vienna.  
 
*In this LCX program, four ecumenical congregations, the clergy couple from each, 
and their “auxiliary” of about 6 – 10 dedicated lay persons, met weekly and every 
other weekend, led by the local EI House “prior,” to support congregational reform 
(from  a focus on individual well being to a focus on innocent human suffering 
around the globe.) 
 
At this same 125th Anniversary occasion, the pastor who followed the Yosts, Ken 
Neal, delivered a sermon reflecting on his various local church assignments and the 
journey of each of those congregations. His closing line was, “of all of these 
congregations, Evanston was the only one to experience a resurrection.” This 
because it continues to serve the community as a “Center for Health and Healing.” 
 
Note: The following newsletter is presented with pages in reverse order since, “A 
Global Church – Memories of Evanston by Les Law” was on the last page. 












